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Abstract
Motivated by the fact that Bardeen black holes do not satisfy the usual
first law and Smarr formula, we derive a generalized first law from the
Lagrangian of nonlinear gauge field coupled to gravity. In our treatment,
the Lagrangian is a function of the electromagnetic invariant as well as
some additional parameters. Consequently, we obtain new terms in the
first law. With our formula, we find the correct forms of the first law for
Bardeen black holes and Born-Infeld black holes. By scaling arguments,
we also derive a general Smarr formula from the first law. Our results
apply to a wide class of black holes with nonlinear gauge fields.
1 Introduction
It is well known that the standard Einstein-Maxwell theory is described by the
action
S =
∫ √−g(R− F ) , (1)
where R is the scalar curvature of the spacetime and F = FabF
ab is the elec-
tromagnetic invariant. Nonlinear gauge (NLG)1 theories can be obtained by
replacing F with a nonlinear function of F 2. One particular NLG model was
proposed in 1930’s by Born and Infeld (BI)[1] as an attempt to construct charged
particles with finite self-energy. The BI theory has been widely applied to quan-
tum gravity and cosmology[2]-[5].
∗Email: zhangyuan@mail.bnu.edu.cn
†Corresponding author. Email: sijie@bnu.edu.cn
1The terminology “nonlinear gauge” we use in this paper has been referred to as “nonlinear
electrodynamics” by some other authors.
2The Lagrangian can also depend on another invariant Fab ∗F
ab, where ∗Fab is the Hodge
dual of Fab. To make our demonstration simpler, we shall not discuss this case in the paper.
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The Bardeen solution first appeared as an example of regular black holes
[6]. Unlike other well-known black holes, Bardeen black holes do not possess
central singularities. Bardeen’s solution was followed by various regular black
hole solutions (see [7] for a review). However, the matter source of this solution
remained unknown for many years. Ayo´n-Beato and Garc´ıa[8, 9]( see [10] for
a comment given by Bronnikov ) successfully interpreted the source of Bardeen
black hole as a magnetic monopole. Miskovic and Olea[11, 12] studied a gen-
eral Lagrangian for NLG coupled to Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity and found
conserved charges. Recent developments on regular black holes can be found in
[13]-[20].
Research on thermodynamic properties of NLG black holes has called atten-
tion in recent years. M.Azreg-Ainou [21, 22] took into account the p− V terms
in NLG black hole thermodynamics. Breton studied the thermodynamical sta-
bility of the Bardeen black hole [23, 24]. Fan developed a general procedure to
construct exact black hole solutions from NLG and studied the thermodynamics
of these solutions [25, 26]. Ma and Zhao discussed the first law and thermody-
namic stabilities of regular black holes by introducing a modified temperature
[27][28].
In fact, a general proof for the first law of black hole mechanics in the context
of nonlinear gauge theory has been given by Rasheed [29]. By varying the Komar
mass and the NLG Lagrangian, he found the following first law that applies to
stationary black holes with NLG matter sources:
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ΩHδJ +ΦHδQ+ΨHδP , (2)
where A,J ,Q and P are the area, angular momentum, electric charge and mag-
netic charge.
As demonstrated by Rasheed, the above first law holds for BI black holes.
Since the Bardeen solution can be derived from the theory of nonlinear gauge
field [9], Rasheed’s formula is expected to hold for Bardeen black holes. However,
it is easy to check that Bardeen black holes do not satisfy Eq. (2).
Why does Rasheed’s formula break down for Bardeen black holes? By care-
fully examining Rasheed’s derivation, we notice that the Lagrangian used in [29]
was assumed to be a pure function of the electromagnetic invariant F . But some
other parameters, such as the mass and magnetic charge, also appear in the La-
grangian associated with Bardeen solutions [9]. These parameters are treated
as constants when deducing the field equation from the Lagrangian. But to
derive the first law, they must be treated as varibles. By following Rasheed’s
prescription, we derive a more general form of the first law and it is verified by
the Bardeen solution.
A related issue is the Smarr formula which can be regarded as the integral
form of the first law. By using the invariance of the Einstein-NLG theory under
scale transformation, we prove a general Smarr formula. Compared to previ-
ous results, our formula includes extra terms which come from the additional
parameters in the Lagrangian. By applying our result, we obtain the Smarr
formula for Bardeen black holes.
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The application of our formulae to Born-Infeld black holes is more subtle.
We have mentioned that Rasheed’s first law is satisfied by Born-Infeld black
holes. The BI Lagrangian depends on the vacuum polarization parameter b,
which is a fundamental parameter and then need not be varied in deriving
the field equation. However, as pointed by Rasheed, the first law he proposed
does not correspond to a Smarr formula. By our argument, this is because the
Lagrangian is not invariant under the scale transformation if b is not allowed to
change. This is similar to the case when the cosmological constant Λ is present.
To recover the first law, one needs to take Λ as a variable, interpreted as the
pressure[30, 31]. Following this idea, we treat b as a variable and with the help
of our formula, we derive the first law with the additional term proportional to
δb. Then We show that the first law naturally gives rise to the correct Smarr
formula.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the non-
linear gauge theory, deriving the equations of motion from the Einstein-NLG
action. In section 3, we follow Rasheed’s treatment to derive the first law of a
general NLG black hole. The major improvement in our derivation is assuming
that the Lagrangian depends on some extra parameters. Consequently, we find
new terms in our first law. In section 4, we derive the Smarr formula from
the first law by using the scale-invariance argument. In section 5, by applying
our general formulas, we deduce the first law and Smarr formula for Bardeen
black holes. In section 6, we obtain the first law and the Smarr formula for
Born-Infeld black holes. Concluding remarks are given in section 7.
2 Nonlinear gauge field coupled to gravity
as we have mentioned in the introduction, a general theory of nonlinear gauge
field coupled to gravity can be described by the action [29]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g[R− h(F )] , (3)
Denote the integrand of Eq. (3) by L, which is the Lagrangian density. L can be
viewed as a function of gab and Aa, where Aa is the vector potential satisfying
Fab = ∂aAb − ∂bAa. Let
L = Lg − LNL , (4)
where
Lg =
√−gR , (5)
LNL =
√−gh[F ] . (6)
We shall compute the variation of L with respect to gab and Aa. The standard
calculation yields (see e.g. [32])
δLg = (Rab − 1
2
Rgab)δg
ab + boundary term . (7)
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The variation of LNL is
δLNL = h(F )δ
√−g +√−gh′(F )δF
= −1
2
h(F )
√−ggabδgab +
√−gh′(F )δF . (8)
By substituting F = gacgbdFabFcd, we have
δLNL = −1
2
h(F )
√−ggabδgab +
√−gh′(F )δ (gacgbdFabFcd)
= −1
2
h(F )
√−ggabδgab + 2
√−gh′(F )FacFbcδgab
+ 2h′(F )
√−gF abδFab
= −1
2
h(F )
√−ggabδgab + 2
√−gh′(F )FacFbcδgab
− √−g∇a[h′(F )F ab]δAb + boundary term . (9)
Combining Eqs. (7) and (9) and discarding the boundary terms, one obtains
δL =
(
Rab − 1
2
Rgab − 8πTab
)
δgab + 4
√−g∇aGabδAb , (10)
where Gab is defined by
Gab = h′(F )F ab . (11)
and
Tab =
1
4π
[
Ga
cFbc − 1
4
h(F )gab
]
(12)
is the stress-energy tensor of the nonlinear gauge field.
Since the action S is a functional of Aa and gab, δS = 0 yields the electro-
magnetic field equation
∇aGab = 0 , (13)
and Einstein’s equation
Rab − 1
2
Rgab = 8πTab , (14)
If the spacetime is stationary, possessing a timelike Killing vector field ξa,
the associated electric and magnetic field vectors are defined by
Ea = Fabξ
b (15)
Ha = − ∗Gabξb , (16)
where [29]
∗Gab = 1
2
ǫabcdG
cd . (17)
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Now we show that both Ea and Ha are closed forms. Since ξ
a is a Killing
vector field, we have LξFab = 0. Together with the fact that Fab is a closed
form, we can show that ∇[aEb] = 0. By using Eqs. (132),(133) and (13), we
can show that ∗Gab is closed. Thus, Ha is closed.
Therefore, there exist an electric potential Φ and a magnetic potential Ψ
such that
Ea = −∇aΦ , (18)
Ha = −∇aΨ . (19)
The two scalar potentials can be determined uniquely by requiring them to
vanish at infinity.
3 First law of NLG black hole mechanics
In this section, we shall derive the general form of the first law from the NLG
action. The derivation follows closely the framework laid out by Rasheed [29].
However, we shall see the crucial difference in the final formula.
Figure 1: The three dimensional hypersurface Σ connecting the horizon and
infinity.
The key point of the derivation is to make a connection between the black
horizon and infinity. Let Σ be a spacelike hypersurface starting from the horizon
and extending to infinity (see Fig. 1). The 3-volume element of Σ is chosen as
ǫabc = ǫdabcs
d , (20)
where sd is the future-directed unit timelike vector field orthogonal to Σ. Σ is
bounded by two toplogical 2-spheres: S on the horizon and S∞ at infinity. The
volume element on S∞ is specified as
ǫab = ǫcabn
c , (21)
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where na is the outward unit normal to S∞. Let ξa be a future-directed timelike
Killing vector field. The Komar mass is defined by [29, 32]
M = − 1
8π
∫
S∞
ǫabcd∇cξd , (22)
and the electric charge is given by
Q =
1
8π
∫
S∞
ǫabcdG
cd . (23)
Note that in asymptotically spacetimes, the Komar mass agrees with the ADM
mass [33].
Applying Stocks’s theorem on Σ, Eq. (22) becomes
M = − 1
8π
∫
S
ǫabcd∇cξd − 1
8π
∫
Σ
dc(ǫabcd∇cξd) . (24)
By standard calculation, the first integral in Eq. (24) yields [32]
− 1
8π
∫
S
ǫabcd∇cξd = κA
4π
, (25)
and the second integral yields
− 1
8π
∫
Σ
dc(ǫabcd∇cξd) = 1
4π
∫
Σ
Rabs
aξbdV . (26)
Then using Einstein’s equation, Eq. (24) can be written as [32]
M =
κA
4π
+ 2
∫
Σ
(
Tab − 1
2
Tgab
)
saξbdV . (27)
So the variation of M is
δM =
1
4π
(κδA+Aδκ) + 2δ
∫
Σ
(
Tab − 1
2
Tgab
)
saξbdV . (28)
Comparing it with Eq. (140) and using Einstein’s equation again, we obtain
2δM =
1
4π
δA+
∫
Σ
ǫabcdξ
dδT − 1
8π
∫
Σ
γef (8πTef − 4πgefT )ǫabcdξd
+ 2δ
∫
Σ
Tcds
cξdǫabc − δ
∫
Σ
Tsdξ
dǫabc . (29)
With some algebraic manipulations and the help of the formulas
ǫabcdξ
d = sdξdǫabc , δǫabcd = gef ǫabcdδg
ef , (30)
we have
δM =
κ
8π
δA− 1
2
∫
Σ
γef (Tef )ǫabcdξ
d + δ
∫
Σ
Tcds
cξdǫ(3) . (31)
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To calculate the variation of the stress-energy tensor, we need to consider the
variation of the Lagrangian LNL. Rasheed assumed that the NLG is described
by the function h(F ), as shown in Eq. (3). Now we assume that h depends on
some other parameters βi as well. Note that these parameters are not universal
constants. For example, in the Bardeen solution, βi represent the mass and
magnetic charge of the black hole. So their variations must be taken into account
when formulating the first law. We shall see that this treatment is crucial to
get the correct first law. Now Eq. (6) is written in the form
LNL =
√−gh(F, βi) . (32)
Previously, we have derived δLNL without varying βi (see Eq. (9) ). By adding
the variations of βi, we find
δLNL = 8π
√−gTabδgab + 2
√−gGabδFab +
√−gδh , (33)
where
δh ≡
∑
i
∂h
∂βi
δβi . (34)
Substitution of Eq. (33) into the first integral in Eq. (31) yields
−1
2
∫
Σ
γefTefξ
dsdǫabc
=
1
2
∫
Tef δg
efξdǫabcd
=
∫ (
1
16π
δLNL − 1
8π
√−gGabδFab − 1
16π
√−gδh
)
ξdeabcd
=
1
16π
δ
∫
LNLξdeabcd − 1
8π
∫ √−gGabδFabξdeabcd − 1
16π
∫ √−gδhξdeabcd
=
1
4π
δ
∫
h(F, βi)ξ
dǫabcd − 1
8π
∫
GabδFabξ
dǫabcd − 1
16π
∫
δhξdǫabcd , (35)
where eabcd =
1√−g ǫabcd is the fixed volume element. So Eq. (31) becomes
δM =
κ
8π
δA+
1
4π
δ
∫
h(F, βi)ξ
dǫabcd − 1
8π
∫
GabδFabξ
dǫabcd + δ
∫
Σ
Tcds
cξdǫabc − 1
16π
∫
δhξdǫabcd
(36)
Substitution of Eq. (12) yields
δM =
κ
8π
δA+
1
4π
δ
∫
Gc
eFdes
cξdǫ(3) − 1
8π
∫
GabδFabξ
dsdǫ
(3) +
1
16π
∫
δhξdǫabcd . (37)
Let
I1 =
1
4π
∫
Σ
Gc
eFdes
cξdǫ(3) (38)
δI2 = − 1
8π
∫
Σ
GabδFabξ
dsdǫ
(3) . (39)
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So
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ δI1 + δI2 −
∑
i
(
1
16π
∫
Σ
∂h
∂βi
ξdǫabcd
)
δβi . (40)
In the following calculation, we shall see that δI1 and δI2 are related to the
variations of electric charge and magnetic charge.
Calculating δI1:
Using
Ea = Fabξ
b = −∇aΦ , (41)
we may write
I1 =
1
4π
∫
Σ
Gc
e∇eΦscǫ(3) . (42)
where ǫ(3) is the volume element on Σ. From Eq. (13), we have
I1 =
1
4π
∫
Σ
∇e(GceΦ)scǫ(3)
=
1
4π
∫
Σ
ǫabcd∇e(GdeΦ) . (43)
Using Eqs. (132) and (133) again, we find
I1 =
1
8π
∫
Σ
dSabc , (44)
where
Sab = ǫabcdΦG
cd . (45)
By Stokes’s theorem and the boundary condition Φ→ 0 at infinity, we have
I1 =
1
8π
∫
S
Sab =
1
8π
∫
S
ǫabcdΦG
cd = ΦHQ , (46)
where ΦH ≡ Φ|H is the value of Φ on the horizon and in the last step, we have
used the result that Φ is constant on the horizon [32]. Hence
δI1 = ΦHδQ+QδΦH . (47)
Calculating δI2
Consider
Y a = ǫabcd(∗GcdδEb −HbδFcd) . (48)
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Denote the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (48) by ta1 and t
a
2 , respec-
tively. Then
ta1 = ǫ
abcd ∗GcdδEb
=
1
2
ǫabcdǫcdefG
ef δEb
=
1
2
ǫcdabǫcdefG
ef δEb
= −1
2
2!2!δ[ae δ
b]
f G
ef δEb
= −2GabξeδFbe . (49)
where we have used that ξa is a fixed vector field, i.e., its variation is zero.
ta2 = ǫ
abcd ∗GbeξeδFcd
= −1
2
ǫbacdǫbeijG
ijξeδFcd
=
1
2
3!δ[ae δ
c
i δ
d]
j G
ijξeδFcd
= 3ξ[aGcd]δFcd
= 3
2
3!
(ξaGcd + ξcGda + ξdGac)δFcd
= ξaGcdδFcd + 2ξ
eGadδFde . (50)
Adding Eq. (49) and (50), we have
Y a = ξaGcdδFcd . (51)
So Eq. (39) can be written as
δI2 = − 1
8π
∫
Y dsdǫ
(3)
= − 1
8π
∫
ǫabcdY
d
= − 1
8π
∫
ǫabcdǫ
dkef (∗Gef δEb −HkδFef )
= − 1
8π
∫
ǫabcd(−2)GdeδEe + 1
8π
∫
ǫabcdǫ
dkefHkδFef
= − 1
4π
∫
ǫabcdG
deδ(∇eΦ)− 1
8π
∫
ǫabcdǫ
dkef (∇kΨ)δFef
= − 1
4π
∫
ǫabcd∇e(GdeδΦ)− 1
8π
∫
ǫabcdǫ
dkef∇k(ΨδFef )
+
1
8π
∫
ǫabcdǫ
dkefΨ∇kδFef . (52)
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The last term vanishes because ∇[kFef ] = 0. So
δI2 =
1
4π
∫
Σ
ǫabcd∇e(GedδΦ) + 1
8π
∫
Σ
ǫabcd∇k(ǫkdefΨδFef ) . (53)
By applying Eqs. (132),(133) and Stokes’s theorem, we obtain
δI2 = − 1
8π
∫
S
ǫabcdG
edδΦH − 1
16π
∫
S
ǫabcdǫ
cdefΨδFef
= −QδΦH + ΨH
4π
∫
S
δFcd . (54)
Since
P = − 1
8π
∫
S
ǫabcd ∗ F cd = 1
4π
∫
S
Fab (55)
is the magnetic charge of the black hole, Eq. (54) becomes
δI2 = −QδΦH +ΨHδP (56)
By substituting Eqs. (47) and (56) into Eq. (40), we obtain the final form of
the first law 3
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ΦHδQ+ΨHδP +
∑
i
Kiδβi . (57)
where
Ki =
1
16π
∫
Σ
∂h
∂βi
ξdǫdabc (58)
Differing from Rasheed’s result, our expression contains the variations with
respect to βi. We shall see, in the following sections, that the extra terms are
crucial to get the correct first law and Smarr formula.
4 Smarr formula for NLG black holes
In this section, we shall use the scaling arguments proposed by Wald [34] to
derive the Smarr formula from Eq. (57). Suppose we make the transformation
Aa → αAa with α being a constant. In Einstein-Maxwell theory, one may choose
gab → α2gab such that the theory is invariant[34]. Since most NLG theories can
reduce to Einstein-Maxwell theory in some limits, we make the same choice for
the metric. Consequently, we have
√−g → α4√−g, R→ α−2R, F → α−2F . (59)
3To make the presentation simpler, we have not taken the angular momentum into account
in the derivation above. So the ΩHdJ term is absent. However, there is no problem to add
this term to our formula if the spacetime possesses a nonvanishing angular momentum
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To make the theory invariant, h must change as (see Eq. (4))
h(F, βi)→ α−2h(F, βi) . (60)
The Killing vector field ξa should change as
ξa → α−1ξa . (61)
Furthermore, we have
M → αM, κ→ α−1κ A→ α2A , ΦH → ΦH , (62)
Q→ αQ , ΨH → ΨH , P → αP . (63)
We assume
βi → αbiβi . (64)
The value of bi depends on the specific form of h(F, βi) such that Eq. (60) holds.
Consequently,
Ki → α1−bi . (65)
Since the theory is invariant under the above transformation, the quanti-
ties after the transformation should also satisfy the first law (57). Then by
substituting these quantities into Eq. (57), we obtain
M =
κ
4π
A+ΦHQ+ΨHP +
∑
i
biKiβi . (66)
This is the Smarr formula for NLG black holes.
Recently, a similar Smarr formula was obtained directly from NLG La-
grangians [35]. Now we show that our formula (66) is equivalent to that in
[35]. According to our analysis,
h(α−2F, αbiβi) = α
−2h(F, βi) (67)
holds for any α. Thus, differentiating both sides of Eq. (67) with respect to α
and then taking α = 1 yield∑
i
bi
∂h
∂βi
βi = −2
(
h− ∂h
∂F
F
)
= −8πT , (68)
where Eq. (12) has been used in the last step. Eq. (68) shows clearly that the
last term in (66) is the integral of the trace of the stress-energy tensor, which is
in agreement with the result in [35](Balart and Fernando [36] derived a similiar
formula for spherically symmetric NLG black holes). The authors of [35] also
considered to express the integral as a product of conjugate pair. However, the
Lagrangian in [35] has been confined to the form h(β, F ) = β−1h˜(βF ), where
h˜ is a real differentiable function. The Lagrangians we have considered can
have more than one dependent variables and then our Smarr formula has wider
applications, such as in the Bardeen case below.
In the following sections, we will apply our results to two well-known NLG
solutions.
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5 Application to Bardeen black holes
The Bardeen model is described by line element [9]
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f−1(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 , (69)
where
f(r) = 1− 2Mr
2
(r2 + q2)3/2
. (70)
The horizon is located at f(r = rh) = 0, which gives the relation
M =
(r2h + q
2)3/2
2r2h
, (71)
where rh is the horizon radius. The surface gravity is given by
κ =
1
2
f ′(rh) =
Mrh(−2q2 + r2h)
(q2 + r2h)
5/2
. (72)
The volume element is chosen as
ǫabcd = r
2 sin2 θdta ∧ drb ∧ dθc ∧ dφd . (73)
Then by our convention, the induced volume-elements on the t = constant
hypersurface and the two-sphere are
ǫabc =
1√
f(r)
(
∂
∂t
)d
ǫdabc =
1
f(r)
r2 sin θdra ∧ dθb ∧ dφc , (74)
and
ǫab =
√
f(r)
(
∂
∂r
)c
ǫcab = r
2 sin θdθa ∧ dφb . (75)
Ayo´n-Beato and Garc´ıa first found the Bardeen solution can be derived from
the following NLG Lagrangian[9] 4
h(F,M, q) =
12M
q3
( √
2q2F
1 +
√
2q2F
)5/2
. (76)
HereM and q correspond to the extra parameters βi. Without loss of generality,
we shall assume q > 0. As derived in [9], the field-strength is given by
Fab = q sin θ(dθadφb − dφadθb) . (77)
4To be consistent with our convention, h differs from its original expression in [9] by a
factor of 4.
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So
F =
q2
2r4
. (78)
One can check that M is just the Komar mass or ADM mass of the spacetime.
Performing the integration (55) on any two-sphere on Σ, we find
P =
∫
Fθφdθdφ = q . (79)
Thus, q is the magnetic charge of the black hole.
From Eq. (16), we find
Ha =
15Mqr4
2 (q2 + r2)
7/2
dra . (80)
Then, the magnetic potential is
Ψ(r) =
3M
2q
(
1− r
5
(q2 + r2)
5/2
)
, (81)
where the integration constant has been chosen such that Ψ → 0 as r → ∞.
The magnetic potential on the horizon can be obtained immediately by
ΨH = Ψ(rh) (82)
Eq. (58) now corresponds to the following two quantities
Kq =
1
16π
∫
Σ
∂h
∂q
ξdǫdabc =
1
4
∫ ∞
rh
∂h
∂q
r2dr =
3M
2q
[(
2q2r3h + r
5
h
)
(q2 + r2h)
−5/2 − 1
]
,
KM =
1
16π
∫
Σ
∂h
∂M
ξdǫdabc =
1
4
∫ ∞
rh
∂h
∂M
r2dr = 1− r3h(q2 + r2h)−3/2 . (83)
Therefore, the first law (57) can be expressed as
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ΨHδq +Kqδq +KMδM . (84)
One can verify Eq. (84) by varying M in Eq. (71). Thus, we have found the
correct first law for Bardeen black holes from our general formula.
To derive the corresponding Smarr formula, we need to determine bi intro-
duced which was in Eq. (66). Note that Kq and KM correspond to Ki in Eq.
(66). Since M → αM , one sees immediately that the transformation
q → αq (85)
just leads to the transformation (60). Therefore, application of Eq. (66) yields
the Smarr formula
M =
κ
4π
A+ ΨHq +Kqq +KMM . (86)
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In fact, by rearranging the coefficients, Eq. (84) can be written in a simpler
form
δM =
κ′
8π
δA+ ψ′Hδq , (87)
where
κ′ =
(A2 − 32π2q2)
√
A2 + 16π2q2
A3
, (88)
Ψ′H =
6πq
√
A2 + 16π2q2
A2
. (89)
It is easy to verify that
M =
1
4π
κ′A+Ψ′Hq , (90)
which can be regarded as a simplified version of the Smarr formula.
6 First Law and Smarr formula in Born-Infeld
Theory
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, one important example of NLG is
Born-Infeld theory. The Lagrangian describing BI theory is [29]
h(F, b) =
4
b2
(
1−
√
1 +
1
2
b2F
)
, (91)
where b is a constant called the BI vacuum polarization[31]. According to Eqs.
(11) and (12), Gab and Tab are given by [29]
Gab =
F ab√
1 + 12b
2F
, (92)
Tab =
b2Fa
cFbc +
(√
1 + 12b
2F − 1− 12b2F
)
gab
b2
√
1 + 12b
2F
. (93)
The Born-Infeld solution is a spherically symmetric solution associated with the
Lagrangian (91). The metric takes the form
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)−1
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (94)
where the function m(r) satisfies
m′(r) =
1
b2
(√
r4 + b2Q2 − r2
)
, (95)
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and the corresponding field strength tensor is
Fab =
Q√
r4 + b2Q2
. (96)
This solution satisfies Einstein’s equation. One can verify that Q is the electric
charge and
M = lim
r→∞
m(r) (97)
is the ADM mass. By integration, we find
m(r) = M − 1
b2
∫ ∞
r
dx
(√
x4 + b2Q2 − x2
)
= M − r
4 − r2
√
b2Q2 + r4 + 2b2Q22F1(
1
4 ,
1
2 ,
5
4 ,− b
2Q2
r4 )
3b2r
, (98)
where 2F1 is the hypergeometric function. Since on the horizon
m(rh) =
rh
2
, (99)
the mass in Eq. (98) can be written as
M =
rh
2
+
r4h − r2h
√
b2Q2 + r4h + 2b
2Q22F1(
1
4 ,
1
2 ,
5
4 ,− b
2Q2
r4
h
)
3b2rh
. (100)
It is straightforward to calculate the surface gravity κ and the electric po-
tential on the horizon ΦH :
κ =
1
2rh
− 1
b2rh
(√
r4h + b
2Q2 − r2h
)
, (101)
ΦH =
∫ ∞
rh
dr
Q√
r4 + b2Q2
=
Q
rh
2F1
(
1
4
,
1
2
,
5
4
,−b
2Q2
r4h
)
. (102)
Now we verify the first law. From Eq. (100), it is easy to get
δM =
b2 + 2r2h − 2
√
r4h + b
2Q2
2b2
δrh +
Q
rh
2F1
(
1
4
,
1
2
,
5
4
,−b
2Q2
r4h
)
δQ . (103)
By comparing with Eqs. (101) and (102), we see that Eq. (103) is just the first
law
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ΦHδQ . (104)
Rasheed noticed that Eq. (104) does not correspond to an integral form,
i.e., the Smarr formula. This failure can be explained clearly by our argument
in section 4. Eq. (91) suggests that b must change with F to make the theory
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invariant. This is critical to get the Smarr formula from the first law. If we
treat b as a variable, the last term in our formula (57) becomes
K ≡ − 1
16π
∫ ∞
rh
4π
∂h
∂b
r2dr (105)
From Eq. (91), we have
∂h
∂b
=
2(4
√
2 +
√
2b2F − 4√2 + b2F )
b3
√
2 + b2F
. (106)
Now substitute
F = − 2Q
2
b2Q2 + r4
(107)
into Eq. (106), we obtain
r2
∂h
∂b
=
4
b3
√
b2Q2 + r4
(
b2Q2 + 2r4h − 2r2
√
b2Q2 + r4
)
. (108)
Then by performing the integral (105), we obtain
K = −1
4
∫ ∞
rh
∂h
∂b
r2dr
= − 1
3b3rh
[
2r4h − 2r2h
√
b2Q2 + r4h + b
2Q22F1
(
1
4
,
1
2
,
5
4
,−b
2Q2
r4h
)]
.(109)
Thus, by applying our formula (57), we finally have
δM =
κ
8π
δA+ΦHδQ+Kδb . (110)
From Eq. (100) one can verify K = ∂M∂b . Eq. (110) can be viewed as an
extended version of the first law.
The importance of this formula is that it corresponds to the Smarr formula.
By the analysis in section 4, we see immediately from Eq. (91) that the trans-
formation b→ αb preserves the action. Therefore, Eq. (66) yields
M =
κA
4π
+ΦHQ+Kb . (111)
This is the desired Smarr formula for BI black holes. In fact, the same extended
first law and Smarr formula were already given in [31]. However, as mentioned
in [31], the first law remained to be proved from a general perturbation theory
techniques. Our formulae (57) and (66) show explicitly how to read off the first
law and Smarr formula from a NLG Lagrangian.
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7 Conclusions
We have derived a generalized first law and Smarr formula for black holes in
nonlinear gauge theories. From scaling arguments, we also derived the Smarr
relation corresponding to the first law. In our prescription, it is crucial to
consider extra parameters in the Lagrangian, which lead to additional terms in
the first law and the Smarr relation. We showed that these terms in the Smarr
relation can be written as an integral of the trace of the stress-energy tensor,
in agreement with the result in [35] and [36]. Our formulas hold for Bardeen
and Born-Infeld black holes, for which the usual first law and Smarr formula
break down. Although a similar Smarr formula for NLG theories has been found
by Gulin and Smolic´ [35], our Smarr formula is derived directly from the first
law and thus can be expressed as a sum of conjugate pairs. Moreover, we have
considered a more general class of Lagrangians which depend on multiple extra
variables, such as in the Bardeen case.
Our work suggests that there are two kinds of variables in Lagrangians:
the dynamical variables,such as the electromagnetic field, and nondynamical
variables, such as b in the Born-Infeld theory. When deriving the equations of
motion of the theory, only dynamical fields should be varied and nondynamical
variables are held fixed. When deriving the first law and Smarr formula, all
variables should be varied. It is not difficult to generalize this argument to
theories beyond nonlinear gauge field.
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A Calculating δκ
In this section, we derive the variation of the surface gravity of a static black
hole. The derivation follows closely the treatment in [37] with more details. The
surface gravity is defined on the horizon H by
κ = naξb∇aξb , (112)
where ξa is the Killing vector field normal to H and na is a null vector field on
H satisfying naξa = −1. Note that in the static spacetime, 5
δξa = 0 . (113)
Using the diffeomorphism freedom, the horizon can remain unchanged after
perturbation. This means that in the perturbed spacetime ξa is still the normal
5For rotating black holes, ξa usually takes the form ξa = ka + ΩHφ
a, where ka and φa
represent the timelike and axial Killing vectors, and ΩH is the horizon angular velocity. In
this case, δξa = ΩHφ
a.
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to the horizon, i.e.,
δξa = fξa , (114)
where f is a function. Consequently,
δna = n′a − na = gna , (115)
where g is another function. Since
ξ′an
′a = −1 , (116)
and f and g are small quantities, we have
f + g = 0 . (117)
Thus,
δ(naξb) = ξbδn
a + naδξb = gξbn
a + fnaξb = 0 (118)
i.e.,
naδξb + ξbδn
a = 0 . (119)
From the fact that ξa is a Killing vector field for both the unperturbed and
perturbed spacetime, we obtain
Lξδξa = ξb∇bδξa + δξb∇aξb = 0 . (120)
Now we calculate δκ. First, we write
κ = naξb∇aξb = 1
2
naξb∇aξb − 1
2
naξb∇bξa . (121)
Then the variation can be written as
δκ =
1
2
naξb∇aδξb − 1
2
naξb∇bδξa + δnaξb∇aξb
=
1
2
naξb∇aδξb − 1
2
naξb∇bδξa − naδξb∇aξb
=
1
2
naξb∇aδξb − 1
2
naξb∇bδξa + naξb∇bδξa
=
1
2
(naξb + nbξa)∇aδξb , (122)
where Eq. (119) has been used in the second step and Eq. (120) has been used
in the third step. Since δξb = fξb, we have
δκ =
1
2
(naξb + nbξa)ξb∇af (123)
=
1
2
nbξbξ
a∇af = −1
2
∇a(ξaf) = −1
2
∇aδξa . (124)
Now that δξa = ξ
bδgab, we find [37]
δκ = −1
2
∇a(ξbδgab) = −1
2
ξb∇aδgab , (125)
where we have used the fact that ∇aξb is antisymmetric in the last step.
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B Calculating δM
We shall derive a useful formula containing the mass variation. Note that on
the horizon, the induced volume element can be specified as [32]
ǫab = ǫabcdn
cξd , (126)
where ξa is the Killing vector field and null normal to the horizon and na is the
inward null vector field satisfying naξa = −1. Eq. (126) is equivalent to
ǫabcd = ǫab ∧ ξc ∧ nd . (127)
So on the horizon S∫
S
ǫabcdw
cd =
∫
S
ǫab ∧ ξc ∧ ndwcd
=
∫
S
ǫab(ξcnd − ncξd)wcd . (128)
Taking
wcd = ξd(∇eγce −∇cγ) , (129)
where
γab = δgab (130)
and indices are raised by gab. Then Eq. (128) gives∫
S
ǫabcdw
cd =
∫
S
ǫab(ξcnd − ncξd)ξd(∇eγce −∇cγ)
= −
∫
S
ǫabξc(∇eγce −∇cγ)
= −
∫
S
ǫabξc∇eγce
= 2Aδκ . (131)
where Eq. (125) has been used.
One can show that if
Sab = ǫabcdw
cd , (132)
then
dScab = 2ǫcabd∇ew[ed] . (133)
With the help of Eq. (133), we can apply the Stocks’s theorem to Σ∫
Σ
2ǫcabd∇ew[ed]
= −
∫
S
ǫabcdw
cd +
∫
S∞
ǫabcdw
cd
= −2Aδκ+
∫
S∞
ǫabcdξ
c(∇eγde −∇dγ) . (134)
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The integral at infinity gives −8πδM [32], where M is the Komar mass. Thus∫
Σ
2ǫcabd∇ew[ed] = −2Aδκ− 8πδM . (135)
Let
vd = ∇eγde −∇dγ . (136)
Then ∫
Σ
2ǫcabd∇ew[ed]
= 2
∫
Σ
ǫcabd∇eξ[dve]
=
∫
Σ
ǫcabdξ
d∇eve , (137)
where Lξva = 0 has been used.
Standard calculation yields [32]
δR = ∇ava +Rabδgab = ∇ava −Rabδgab . (138)
Thus, Eq. (137) becomes∫
Σ
2ǫcabd∇ew[ed] =
∫
Σ
ǫabcdξ
d(δR+Refδgef ) . (139)
Substituting Eq. (139) into Eq. (135), we finally obtain∫
Σ
ǫabcdξ
d(δR+ γefRef ) = −2Aδκ− 8πδM . (140)
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